
Sample Response Paper   English 10 

 

The influence of others (or not…) on self definition 
 

Human beings are often desperate for something: desperate for attention, desperate for love, desperate for experiences, desperate to 

feel alive, to feel wanted, and to feel something. When confronted with these aspects of life, however, that is when a person’s character, 

or their essence, is truly shown. In the television sitcom about five best friends living life in New York City, How I Met Your Mother, 

Marshall, Lily, Ted, Barney and Robin are all desperate to find out where they belong or with whom they belong. This episode from 

season 6, titled “Desperation Day”, appears to be about each character’s fears regarding Valentine’s Day, but below the surface of the 

episode are attitudes possessed by certain characters. One of these New Yorkers, Marshall, has a difficult time coming to terms with who 

he really is and what his life’s purpose is without another person to help to define him.  

In the episode, Marshall’s father’s death presents Marshall with a crisis. He travels back to Minnesota, to at first offer solace to his 

mother, but upon spending time in his childhood home, Marshall loses sight of his true identity or essence. Too scared to go back to 

reality, his life in New York with Lily and friends, Marshall reverts back to who he was as a child. Marshall chooses to remain 

unconscious of the true meaning of his loss because it is associated with fear, anxiety and responsibility. By allowing his mom to wait on 

him, he ignores his freedom and responsibility because he does not want to confront the idea that his dad is truly gone. It is easier for 

him to deal with playing Mario Kart on his old GameCube in his old bedroom because “alienation or estrangement [from one’s true 

self/friends/real life]” “makes [those who are alienated] live on the surface of life, content to deal with things rather than people” 

(Bigelow 174). He tells Ted, another character that is currently running away from reality, “I miss my dad, Ted. I miss him so much.” 

Viewers are then taken into a flashback in which Marshall’s dad was driving to the Upper Peninsula where their family spent their 

summers, and it took them until close to midnight to get to the cabin. It was so dark but Marshall remembers feeling “so safe” even in 

the pitch black woods “cause [his] dad was driving. He was like some sort of superhero that could just see way out into the darkness.” He 

continued, “and now he's just gone, and it's pitch black. I can't see where I'm going. I can't see anything...” Marshall is confronted with 

nothingness, with the feeling that without his dad, life’s meaning is unclear from this point forward, and he must consciously accept his 

dad’s death to understand what is important in life. Marshall is now on his own, and upon recognizing this fact, he experiences angst 

regarding having to move on. His dad has been his hero, his protector, and in avoiding dealing with his death, he is acting in bad faith 

with his child-like behavior, acting how he believes his mother needs him to be in this moment, even though it is not truly who he needs 

himself to be. Yet, in a choice to drive back to New York through a winter storm to be with Lily on Valentine’s Day, Marshall imagines 

his father telling him his secret that “he couldn’t see worth a damn; he just kept driving forward, hoping for the best.” In taking this 

anxiety-ridden risk to cope with his loss and go back to reality, he is accepting that life is full of darkness and uncertainty, but by 

accepting responsibility for one’s life choices, he can define his true identity and create his essence, even without his father, as “each man 

must accept personal responsibility for his own becoming” (Bigelow 177). 

On Desperation Day, viewers find the characters to all be clinging to an idea of themselves they’re afraid they may lose, such as the 

loss of Marshall’s father and the effect it has on Marshall understanding who he is without his dad’s guidance. There’s a certain  

realization that man is the only being “who can become more than what he is” and thus it is Marshall’s duty to become his own self-

determined man (Bigelow 177). He can change by accepting his freedom and in conjunction, his responsibility. Although everyone is free 

to take on a particular mode of being, he has chosen to adopt in a particular moment of time, upon accepting responsibility, he can create 

a truer essence of being, one that does not require the guidance of his father. 

Comment [B1]: Begin with a hook – a statement 
that relates to the real world AND to the topic you 
are developing. 

Comment [B2]: Introduce the text by title and 
author, and tie an introduction of Holden into this. 

Comment [B3]: Make a claim about Holden and 
relate it to the theme/symbol/minor character that 
you will be discussing. For instance a strong claim 
could be: In this novel, Holden’s use of defense 
mechanisms clearly portrays him as a damaged soul 
who is reaching out for help. My next two 
paragraphs might then explore how the hunting hat 
as a symbol fits into that or how a moment with a 
minor character exemplifies that idea.  

Comment [B4]: Use a topic sentence to 
introduce the main idea of each body paragraph. 

Comment [B5]: Set up the context of the 
evidence (quote or paraphrase) that you will use to 
prove your point. 

Comment [B6]: Analyze the quote by explaining 
how it demonstrates your theme. Be sure to keep 
the focus on Holden as a character. 

Comment [B7]: See how this essay uses another 
source in its analysis? You can do that, too, with the 
article “Death of a Sibling”…OPTIONAL 

Comment [B8]: Notice how you are setting up 
the evidence with context each time that you 
provide it. 

Comment [B9]: Notice how the analysis – your 
own thoughts – are the longest part of the 
paragraph…The analysis always comes after the 
evidence and always relates back to the claim. 

Comment [B10]: Bring the paragraph “home” 
by stating something about the character’s 
attitude/realization in relation to the theme. 

Comment [B11]: Restate the claim in different 
words and sum up what you have already discussed 
in the essay. 

Comment [B12]: Include a final “implications” 
statement – a statement that relates to your topic, 
but also is a type of “lesson” for the audience. 


